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I would like to begin by extending my 
gratitude to the past presidents, under 
whom I have served during my tenure on 
the SIPES Board. Those fellow profession-
als include Bill Finley, Ken Huffman and, 
most recently, Marc Maddox. They have 
provided me a foundation of leadership 
to model and build upon. They have set a 
high bar for me to achieve and I hope I do 
not disappoint them in that regard. I also 
have had the pleasure and honor of meet-
ing and getting to know previous past 
presidents Mike Austin, George Johnson 
and Jack Naumann, while I have served 
on the board. Their leadership leaves me 
with a sense of responsibility to continue 
to place the needs of the membership 
above self interest and to continue the

(Continued on Page 8)
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Abstract
The presence of modern and ancient 

hydrocarbon seeps is well documented in 
the literature. Scientists estimate 1.5 mil-
lion barrels of oil naturally seep into 
worldwide waters each year, with 250 to 
690 thousand barrels of this seepage 
occurring in the Gulf of Mexico 
(Kvenvolden and Harbaugh, 1983; 
Mitchell et al., 2000). Hydrocarbon seeps 
are generally associated with continental 
margins such as the Gulf of Mexico where 
numerous hydrocarbon seeps are docu-
mented through seismic, carbonates, geo-
thermal patterns, chemosynthetic com-
munities, geochemistry, gas hydrates, 
and/or remote sensing. Satellite images 
reveal the presence of numerous locations 
of oil slicks in the Gulf of Mexico with 566 
potential slick sites in the Northern Gulf 
of Mexico recently identified on Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) data. Some of the 
slick sites are in areas of known seafloor 
seepage and some known sea floor seep-
age areas have no sea surface slick indi-
cated. Most slicks are present in the salt 
basin area of the Northern Gulf of Mexico, 
however many geological factors other 
than just salt movement can be involved 
to create a sea floor seep or sea surface 
slick. To determine the controls for sea 

(Continued on Page 17)

  President’s Column

Dennis M. Gleason, #2995
Fort Worth, Texas

AIPG/AGWT Shale-Gas 
Development & Water Issues 

Symposium — Austin, Texas

Earlier this year the newspapers carried 
articles on the comments from the 
"Captains of the Oil and Gas Industry" 
while they were attending the CERAWeek 
Conference in Houston. James Hackett, 
COB/CEO of Anadarko Petroleum 
Corporation and John S. Watson COB/
CEO of Chevron were some of the ones 
quoted. Many of the quotes emphasized 
the importance of doing a better job of 
showing the public that hydraulic fractur-
ing is safe and is not damaging our 
sources of ground water. It was indepen-
dents like George Mitchell, #117, that 
started the resource plays and it is the 

(Continued on Page 4)
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The following report on national energy issues was prepared 
by retiring SIPES Vice President of National Energy Dennis 
Gleason. The views and opinions expressed are those of the 
author. Some of the information presented is in the public 
domain and is available from a variety of sources; other refer-
ences were selected by the author, and are noted in his report.
  NATIONAL ENERGY

$100.00/BO — The New Normal
The Illusion of Wealth

When the graphical display of historic oil prices (see 
page 3) is examined, one notices that prior to 2003 the 
price per barrel seemed to vary between $15 and $30 per 
barrel. There appears to be relative price stability. After 
2003 there has been a significant increase in the price per 
barrel and its stability has not found a settling point yet. If 
you listen to the politicians and pundits, the reasons are 
many.  Some so-called experts would argue that it is sim-

ple supply and demand. However, we in the energy 
extraction industry know that for the most part, these fac-
tors have generally balanced out each other and there has 
not been too much of a disparity between them. Other 
experts would argue that it is speculators trying to manip-
ulate the price by playing off sensational news articles, 
perceived threats or political turmoil in specific regions of 
the world. Yet other experts have offered the instability of 
the economy as the primary cause of the price run up and 
its volatility. I would propose that there is another, possi-
bly more sinister, factor that has been the controlling 
mechanism to this price run up. 

Beginning with the legislature that was seated in January 
2003, massive appropriations by Congress, concurrent 
with expenditures by the Executive Branch introduced 
large infusions of cash into the economy. In essence, there 
were significant deficits accumulated over the past ten 
years. These took the forms of off the balance sheet expenses 
for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, huge earmarks by 
representatives and senators for pet projects, TARP I which 
was instigated by the Bush Administration to save the 
economy from complete meltdown in late 2008, a much 
ballyhooed stimulus early in Obama's Administration for 
not so shovel ready jobs and most recently, QE-1 and QE-2 
by the Federal Reserve. The cumulative impact of these 
events has been to infuse more cash into a market to chase 
goods and services that have not increased by any reason-
able measure. The net effect is to drive up the price of the 
goods and services thereby creating an illusion of wealth so 
the electorate will not notice what is really happening in 
the economy and in the government. After all, the cliché 
It's the economy stupid is the basis of all elections and any-
thing the government can do to influence the voters into 
thinking everything is fine is how politicians remain in 
office. This illusion of wealth is the opium of some of today's 
entrepreneurs, especially if they are backed by govern-
ment largess. 

In the case of oil, it appears that the price has been 
driven up to the high $80s to low $100s, a price that is sure 
to give justification to the green energy crowd for the sup-
port that the federal government has passed its way. This 
should come as no surprise since the stated objective of the 
current administration, based on remarks by its Secretary 
of Energy, is to shut down the coal industry and to force 
the cost of gasoline to a level that will convince the citizens 
to move toward green technology. This entire paradigm is 
exactly what is occurring in the stock market today as 
well. In the end it is nothing more than creating the illusion 
of wealth. So, do you feel wealthy now? 

There was a time in our nation’s psyche, when the per-
ceived path to wealth and economic stability was through 
hard work. What was meant by this is rolling up the shirt 
sleeves, setting a goal and working to achieve the goal. This 
takes time, and success comes in increments, not in short-
term bursts. Can we return to this paradigm, or will we 
allow a complete generation to become dependent on
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handouts? The demographic of the 
under 30 citizens have the highest 
unemployment rate and as a group 
are the most underemployed in our 
economy. The only thing that will 
change this is getting them back to 
work and realize that success does not 
happen overnight. 

I know that I am preaching to the 
choir. Most, if not all, SIPES members 
know that success comes slowly and 
is sometimes laced with temporary 
setbacks. Talk to anyone who has ever 
developed and sold a prospect. We 
owe it to ourselves and to the next 
generation to share that wisdom with 
the youth. Our very survival may be 
at stake. 
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SIPES Logo on 
Private Websites

At their meeting on June 18, 
2012 in Bar Harbor, Maine, the 
SIPES Board of Directors dis-
cussed use of the SIPES logo 
on private company websites. It 
was noted that the SIPES Con-
stitution and By-Laws state that 
members may use the seal at the 
discretion of SIPES, but may not 
use it as part of their letterhead. 
Th e seal remains the property 
of SIPES. Th e board agreed that 
the use of the logo should be re-
stricted from websites of mem-
bers, and other private compa-
nies. Directors further stated 
that private company websites 
may use the word SIPES which 
can be hyperlinked into the 
society’s website – www.sipes.
org. Aft er the meeting, let-
ters were sent to two com-
panies currently posting the 
SIPES logo on company web-
sites asking that it be removed.

Proposed changes to the SIPES 
Constitution and By-Laws have 
been approved by the SIPES 
Board of Directors. At the 
board’s meeting on June 18, di-
rectors asked that the proposed 
changes be sent to the SIPES 
Membership for a vote. Th e 
changes clarify membership 
classes and the specifi c rights 

of Full Members and Limited 
Members. Directors asked that 
the proposed changes be placed 
on the SIPES website for view-
ing. Honorary and Full Members 
will be sent a ballot by mail to 
vote on these proposed changes. 
As specifi ed in the SIPES Con-
stitution, Senior and Limited 
Members are not eligible to vote.

SIPES Constitutional Changes

Attending the SIPES Board meeting in June are (L to R) Directors George Carlstrom (Denver), 
Ken Huffman (New Orleans), and Dennis Gleason (Fort Worth).
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independents that are leading the way in making the pub-
lic aware of the safety of hydraulic fracturing and the new 
energy future this means for our country.

AIPG and the AGWT proposed a symposium to explore 
the issues with shale-gas development and water issues 
associated with hydraulic fracturing in a public sympo-
sium open to anyone that wanted to attend. SIPES mem-
bers saw this as a great opportunity to bridge the anti-oil 
rhetoric and generate real dialog based on scientific find-
ings. SIPES National was a sponsor for the symposium 
along with additional sponsorships from SIPES members, 
including Charles Weiner of Westerly Exploration, and 
Dan Smith. Members of SIPES Houston Chapter lent sup-
port by recommending speakers and these represented 
approximately 20% of the speakers. The symposium had 
cooperation from the Bureau of Economic Geology, the 
Railroad Commission of Texas, AGI, The Texas 
Groundwater Association, The Energy Institute - University 
of Texas at Austin, the Association of Environmental and 
Engineering Geologists Texas Section and the International 
Association of Hydrogeologists Commission on 
Groundwater for Decision Makers.

With 130 in attendance the meeting room had standing 
room only. Those attending included members of the 
Texas Water Development Board, DOE, Railroad 
Commission, managers of water districts, county commis-
sioners, Sierra Club, and a nun from San Antonio. SIPES 
was represented by Houston members Jory Pacht, #3054, 
and Scott Daniel, #3003. Sadly, the EPA chose not to send 
a representative, and not one newspaper, television or 
radio station chose to cover the symposium. Members of 
both the EPA and the press were specifically invited.

The symposium was broken into five sessions each cov-
ering a specific topic. The session topics dealt with the 
economic importance of the shale plays and the impact of 
the shale plays on energy production and water resources; 
the latest technology of hydraulic fracturing; protection of 
the ground water resources; public perception of hydraulic 
fracturing and water resources; and regulation, compli-
ance and litigation. Keynote speakers were Scott Tinker, 
Director of the Bureau of Economic Geology speaking on 
“The Role of Unconventionals in the Global Energy 
Future,” and Charles G. “Chip” Groat, Associate Director 
of the Energy Institute at the University of Texas at Austin 
speaking on “Fact-based Regulation for Environmental 
Protection in Shale Gas Resource Development,” (Report 
released February 16th). On the first evening of the sympo-
sium, Scott Tinker presented his new documentary film 
“Switch.” The film looks at all of the potential sources of 
energy, and addresses the issues involved with switching 
from carbon-based sources to both carbon-based and alter-
native sources in the future. This movie was shown at the 
SIPES 2012 Convention in Bar Harbor, Maine in June.

Listening to all of the distinguished speakers one could 
not help but come away with certain conclusions. The first 
being that hydraulic fracturing has not and does not dam-

age ground water supplies. The rare cases of industry-
caused ground water damage were not associated with 
hydraulic fracturing, but rather with bad cement jobs, poor 
casing design or poor disposal practices. All of the above 
are a part of all oil field operations, not just shale plays. All 
of these problems are easily addressed with better engi-
neering practices and better regulation. In most of the 
cases reviewed where contamination was claimed, the 
contamination was from natural sources that were always 
present in the ground water. The gas in the ground water 
was from natural sources and had migrated into the aqui-
fers eons before oil and gas operations. The problems with 
poor water well design were also discussed. In one exam-
ple a woman blamed the energy industry for the fact that 
her hair turned orange. Detailed investigation showed that 
her water well casing had rusted out. The rust in her water 
was dyeing her hair. 

One of the most striking conclusions of the symposium 
was the need for greater regulation of water wells. This is 
important for two reasons:

 1) A base line of what naturally occurs in the ground 
water in any given area is required. Interestingly, Range 
Resources is testing all water wells in the vicinity of their 
production operations in the Marcellus to establish that 
baseline in the event of litigation.

2) To ensure proper well design for the producing aqui-
fer.

More important than the scientific conclusions of the 
symposium was the demonstration that a symposium like 
this can be put together and attended by a cross-section of 
professions, society members, regulators and policy mak-
ers and a uniform theme can prevail. With the facilitation 
of real dialog, problems can be solved, and public percep-
tion can be changed. To this end, SIPES could not have had 
a better ambassador than Jory Pacht. His knowledge of the 
issues, his willingness to engage in real give and take dia-
log brought many people together, scientists, Sierra Club 
members and even a nun from San Antonio.

(Continued)

Jory Pacht (left) and Scott Daniel representing SIPES at the 
AIPG/AGWT symposium.



In the future, SIPES needs to continue to support events 
like the AIPG/AGWT symposium. We spend a lot of time 
talking to each other. We are really good at preaching to 
the choir, but it is not educating the public. Clearly we 
must get out and engage in real dialog with those that are 
outside of our profession. Right now the perception of the 
oil and gas business is controlled largely by an uninformed 
press. Chip Groat noted in his talks that articles in the 
press on the oil and gas business were over 70% negative. 
Yeah, we can whine about the liberal media, but that solves 
nothing! Instead, we need to educate both the press and 
those that read the negative articles.

We must work to change the perception of our industry. 
It will take hard work. But the fact that SIPES lent support 
to a symposium concerned with ground water issues 
showed that we are concerned. And the next time the 
Sierra Club member or the nun from San Antonio hears of 
those evil oil and gas companies, they just might think that 
the representatives from the oil and gas industry that they 

met were as concerned as they were, and are people they 
can work with to solve problems for the good of the coun-
try and its citizens.

A special thank you needs to be extended to Andrew 
Stone, Executive Director of the American Groundwater 
Trust, Wendy Davidson, Assistant Director of the American 
Institute of Professional Geoscientists, and Cathy Duran, 
Manger of Professional Services for the American Institute 
of Professional Geologists. They did a great job planning 
and organizing the symposium. 

If you would to like to get the talks that were presented, 
they are on CD and can be purchased for $20 by those on 
the attendee list (includes postage) or $50 for those that did 
not attend. Speakers and exhibitors received a free copy. 
Order forms can be found at www.agwt.org and click on 
bookstore. There will be instructions on how to order and 
pay, or call (800) 423-7748 between 9:00 am and 4:00 pm 
(Eastern Time). 
 SIPES Houston Chapter
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The conference will host panel discussions that focus on energy, 
water, and the economy. Join the conference and listen and learn 
from these industry thought leaders:

 Dr. Scott W. Tinker—Panel Chair & Moderator—Director, BEG
 Amy Jaffe, Associate Director, James A. Baker III Institute for Public 
Policy, Rice University

 Dr. Tadeusz Patzek, Professor & Chair, Department of Petroleum and  
Geosystems Engineering, UT

 Scott Anderson, Senior Policy Advisor, Air and Climate Program,  
Environmental Defense Fund

 Dr. Ken Medlock, Adjunct Professor of Economics, James A. Baker III  
Institute for Public Policy, Rice University

 William (Bill) Maloney, Executive Vice President, Development and  
Production North America, Statoil

 James H. Painter, Executive Vice President, Exploration and Technology, 
Cobalt International Energy

Early registration begins June 1. Reserve your space today!
Visit this link for registration information: http://www.gcags2012.com/

OCTOBER 21–24, 2012  AUSTIN, TEXAS

HOSTED BY THE AUSTIN GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Gulf Coast Association  of Geological Societies and the Gulf Coast Section of SEPM

62nd Annual Convention62nd Annual Convention

A 3-day technical program will focus on areas such 

as stratigraphically deep opportunities in the Gulf of 

Mexico, salt tectonics, unconventional plays, balancing 

water and energy needs, and the environmental future 

and economic challenges of the Gulf of Mexico region. 

The third day will feature speakers from the 2011 

GCAGS Veracruz technical program.

“Solving for E3”—addressing  
the complexities at the intersection  

of energy, environment, and the 
economy 
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2012-2013 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below 
for their continuing support of our society

   Promoter – $2500
H. Jack Naumann, Jr. — Midland, TX

   Oil Finder – $1200
Wilbur C. Bradley — Wichita, KS
William C. Burkett — Midland, TX
Stewart Chuber — Schulenberg, TX
Robert B. Ferguson — San Juan Capistrano, CA
Kenneth J. Huffman — Mandeville, LA
Harry Ptasynski — Casper, WY
Thomas A. Smith — Houston, TX

   Driller – $750
Donald C. Gifford — Dallas, TX
Dennis M. Gleason — Arlington, TX
Frank W. Harrison, Jr.  — Lafayette, LA
Ralph O. Kehle — Durango, CO
Marc D. Maddox — Midland, TX
Douglas H. McGinness II — Wichita, KS
Stephen D. Reynolds — Denver, CO
Eugene R. Sidwell — Amarillo, TX
Paul M. Strunk — Corpus Christi, TX
Clifford A. Walker — Dallas, TX

   Prospector – $500
Avinash C. Ahuja — Corpus Christi, TX
Craig F. Anderson — Houston, TX
Thornton E. Anderson  Wichita, KS
Michael N. Austin — Westminster, CO
Donna F. Balin — San Antonio, TX
William N. Barkhouse — The Woodlands, TX
James B. Bennett — Houston, TX
William D. Bennett — Waco, TX
Arthur E. Berman — Sugar Land, TX
Paul W. Britt — Houston, TX
Brian S. Calhoun — Corpus Christi, TX
Alfred T. Carleton, Jr. — Midland, TX
James S. Classen — Boise, ID
Suzanne G. Cluff — Denver, CO
Rex D. Coppedge — Fairview, TX
Ralph J. Daigle — The Woodlands, TX
Herbert G. Davis — Edmond, OK
Douglas A. Draves — San Antonio, TX
Ralph C. Duchin — Tucson, AZ
Arlen L. Edgar — Midland, TX
James P. Evans III — Franklin, LA
Thomas E. Ewing — San Antonio, TX
David A. Eyler — Midland, TX
William R. Finley — Lafayette, LA
James A. Gibbs — Dallas, TX

Patrick J. F. Gratton — Dallas, TX
David G. Griffin — Midland, TX
Robert D. Gunn — Wichita Fallas, TX
John E. Hankey — Houston, TX
Donald R. Hembre — Littleton, CO
James H. Henderson — Dallas, TX
Albert R. Hensley — Rockwall, TX
Terry L. Hollrah — Oklahoma City, OK
Dan A. Hughes — Beeville, TX
Alfred James III — Wichita, KS
George S. Johnson — Amarillo, TX
Larry L. Jones — Houston, TX
Paul D. Lerwick — Midland, TX
Walter S. Light, Jr. — Houston, TX
Charles A. Lundberg III — Dallas, TX
Robert B. Owen — Corpus Christi, TX
Arthur J. Pansze — Arvada, CO
Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr. — Wichita, KS
John D. Patterson — San Antonio, TX
Hugh C. Pendery — Dallas, TX
Michael A. Pollok — Purcell, OK
Ronald W. Pritchett — Lone Tree, CO
David M. Pulling — Tesuque, NM
Julius M. Ridgway — Jackson, MS
A. Scott Ritchie — Wichita, KS
James D. Robertson — Fort Worth, TX
Richard H. Sams — Atlanta, GA
Randall C. Schott — Spring, TX
George D. Severson — New Orleans, LA
D. Craig Smith — Midland, TX
Daniel L. Smith — Houston, TX
John F. Sulik — Corpus Christi, TX
Michael R. Vasicek — Midland, TX
William A. Walker, Jr. — Austin, TX
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr. — Madison, MS
Charles Weiner — Houston, TX
Jon R. Withrow — Oklahoma City, OK
Robert M. Wynne, Jr. — Midland, TX

   Roughneck – $250
Louis C. Bortz — Denver, CO
Bruce M. Brady III — Midland, TX
Garnet W. Brock — Midland, TX
Johnnie B. Brown — Midland, TX
William T. Brown, Jr. — Denver, CO
James R. Cleveland — Dallas, TX
Hardtner L. Coon — Houston, TX
Marshall C. Crouch III — Denver, CO
C. Walter Dobie — Lafayette, LA

Robert D. Dougherty — Great Bend, KS
Jacob D. Eisel — Boulder, CO
Roger A. Freidline — Midland, TX
William T. Goff III — Denver, CO
Bobby M. Greenwood — Dallas, TX
William F. Howell — Houston, TX
Robert C. Leibrock — Midland, TX
Robert H. Marshall — Houston, TX
Roger L. Martin — Wichita, KS
Christophe G. Mazzini — Dallas, TX
Louis J. Mazzullo — Denver, CO
Gerard J. Medina — Norman, OK
Patrick A. Nye — Corpus Christi, TX
Gary W. Palmer — San Antonio, TX
Lee M. Petersen — Weatherford, TX
Larry J. Rairden — Bellaire, TX
John M. Rakowski — Florissant, CO
Barry J. Rava — Houston, TX
Jack K. Richardson — Edmond, OK
Deborah K. Sacrey — Houston, TX
John D. Sistrunk — Madison, MS
Delmer L. Sloan — Midland, TX
William M. Smith — Oklahoma City, OK
C. Al Taylor, Jr. — Reston, VA
Robert E. Tehan — Oklahoma City, OK
James A. Travillo — Houston, TX
James M. Trimble — Houston, TX
Scott A. Wainwright — Metairie, LA
James P. Walker — Oklahoma City, OK
Jerry R. Watkins — Dallas, TX
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
Gary M. Weir — Houston, TX
W. David Willig — Houston, TX

   Investor – $100
Arden A. Anderson — Lafayette, LA
James K. Anderson — Norman, OK
Robert W. Anderson — Houston, TX
Donald I. Andrews — Metairie, LA
Norman K. Barker — Midland, TX
Raymond N. Blackhall — Spring, TX
Foy W. Boyd, Jr. — Midland, TX
Raul F. Brito — Wichita, KS
C. Dan Bump — Houston, TX
Stephen D. Caffery — Lafayette, LA
Kirby L. Cockerham — Greenwood Village, CO
Robert A. Cooksey — Richardson, TX
Douglas R. Cummings — Oklahoma City, OK

(Continued)
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Michael L. Douglas — Houston, TX
M. R. Douglass — Destrehan, LA
Merle J. Duplantis — Mandeville, LA
Michael N. Fein — Metairie, LA
Bruce W. Fields — Corpus Christi, TX
Cliff Fontenot — Brenham, TX
Eduardo Gonzales — Carrollton, TX
Eric D. Griffin — Midland, TX
Harold W. Hanke — Oklahoma City, OK
J. Donald Haynes — Wimberley, TX
James C. Henry — Midland, TX
Nolan Hirsch — Midland, TX
Bill E. Hogenson — Houston, TX
Jim Bob Jackson — Baytown, TX
William M. Kazmann — Richardson, TX
Thomas C. Klekamp — Mandeville, LA
Charlie J. Kosarek — Boerne, TX
William E. LaRoche — Dallas, TX
Nina C. Lian — Houston, TX
Peter MacKenzie — Worthington, OH
Jeannie F. Mallick — Spring, TX
Michael F. McKenzie — Lafayette, LA
Sally J. Meader-Roberts — Midland, TX
Eric L. Michaelson — Midland, TX
Craig E. Moore — Houston, TX
James M. Morris — Lafayette, LA
Robert G. Murphy — Santa Rosa Beach, FL

James F. O’Connell — Amarillo, TX
F. X. O’Keefe — Denver, CO
Lewis M. O’Neal — Midland, TX
Elwin M. Peacock — Houston, TX
Edward B. Picou, Jr. — New Orleans, LA
Cecil R. Rives — Burton, TX
Wayland C. Savre — Houston, TX
Joe H. Smith — Plano, TX
Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
Richard W. Thompson, Jr. — Plano, TX
George W. Todd — Gainesville, TX
C. G. Tyner — Houston, TX
Joe T. Vaughn — Oklahoma CIty, OK
Mitchell Veh, Jr. — Bellaire, TX
J. R. von Netzer — Oklahoma City, OK
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
Bonnie R. Weise — San Antonio, TX
K. C. Whittemore — Montgomery, TX
Ralph O. Wilson II — Evansville, IN
John C. Worley — Rockport, TX

   Scout – $50
Audrey W. Adams — Houston, TX
Matthew D. Adams — Houston, TX
Orville R. Berg — Shreveport, LA
Richard C. Blackwell — Midland, TX
E. Bernard Brauer — Corpus Christi, TX
Bill D. Broughton — Oklahoma City, OK

Wallace E. Brunson — Houston, TX
Ben Buongiorno — Houston, TX
Rebecca L. Dodge — Wichita Falls, TX
Toby Elster — Wichita, KS
Douglas R. Essler — Dallas, TX
Bruce W. Fields — Corpus Christi, TX
Leonard S. Fowler — Richardson, TX
Paul D. Friemel — Boerne, TX
Monty J. Gist — Midland, TX
David N. Grimes — Midland, TX
James M. Hancock, Jr. — Meadows Place, TX
Stephen F. Hennigan — Lafayette, LA
John E. Kimberly — Midland, TX
Timothy H. Lyons — Jackson, MS
Jack P. Martin — Lafayette, LA
Jim P. Miller — Lafayette, LA
Wayne D. Miller — Midland, TX
Michael S. Morris — Azle, TX
William D. Neville — The Woodlands, TX
David B. Roberts — Wheat Ridge, CO
W. Mark Rush — Houston, TX
Richard W. Stump — Midland, TX
Roy C. Walther — New Orleans, LA
Gerrit Wind — Houston, TX
George D. Zimmerman — Midland, TX
James M. Zotkiewicz — Metairie, LA
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legacy set down by the leaders who have served since the 
inception of SIPES. All of the past presidents I have met, 
have left me with some big shoes to fill and I promise to do 
my best.

Recently, I had occasion to review a document that is 
being prepared by The American Geosciences Institute. 
Since this is only in final draft form, I am not permitted to 
share the exact contents of this document with you. 
However, there is one piece of information that I found 
stunning and deserves attention since it speaks loudly to 
SIPES and one of its primary missions as an organization. 
One of the highlights of this document addressed the 
number of geoscience degrees granted between 1973 and 
2010. What was remarkable is the precipitous decline, 
beginning in late 1985 and ending in 1989, in the number 
of degrees granted for bachelor's degrees. (See the May 
2012 SIPES Quarterly.) Just for the record there was a 
decline of 72% during this time period. During the same 
time period there was a 50+% drop in master's degrees 
granted. Most of us SIPES members are likely not sur-
prised by this drop since many of us have personal experi-
ence during that era with employment or business chal-
lenges. However, this is a nationwide statistic, and I was 
particularly surprised because I did not believe that the oil 
and gas industry had such a dramatic impact on the geo-
science enrollment in the colleges and universities across 
our nation. Obviously, I was mistaken. For most of us, we 
can take solace in the fact that the diminished numbers 

means that the current shortage of fellow professionals 
will ensure full employment for all of us. But is that 
enough? What is our obligation to the future, not only of 
our organization, but also our profession, and more 
importantly, our communities?

I would propose that this is a clarion call to all SIPES 
members to step up as individuals to investigate what 
each of us can do to have an impact on this situation. In 
August 2006, Mike Austin, #2366, urged us, as members to 
become "Godfathers" to other geoscientists, showing or 
demonstrating to them what SIPES is about as well as to 
help nurture the growth of the organization. The late 
Owen Hopkins, #2986, was a primary catalyst for the 
"Bones in Schools" program in Corpus Christi, an outreach 
to students in the 3rd through 5th grade programs in the 
Corpus Christi school district. Recently, I have heard of 
other members in several area chapters who are engaged 
as adjuncts in community colleges or universities instruct-
ing students in the fundamentals of geology and the busi-
ness of energy. 

SIPES through its Foundation has awarded many schol-
arships to deserving students pursuing studies in geosci-
ence curricula at various universities. For most of us this 
may be the easiest way to further the education or mentor-
ing of an interested student, or it may be all we care to do. 
I would agree that this is important and very worthwhile, 
however think back into the recesses of your memories. 
What is it... No! More correctly, who was it? Who had a 
dramatic impact on each of you, leading you to become a 
geoscientist and ultimately an independent? Take some 
time - each of you - to write down - even if it is only an 
outline and answer the question — Why or how I became 
an independent. You may be surprised at the number of 
persons who shaped your professional life without you 
realizing it. Once you do this, it is likely that you will more 
completely understand the importance of making yourself 
available to the community to shape the lives of young 
persons and further the geoscience profession. The dedica-
tion of your time and talent will very likely lead to a young 
person entering the profession. Who knows, you may 
actually be a catalyst to the next significant resource dis-
covery and thereby aid all communities. The choice is 
yours, but the impact will affect everyone for years to 
come.



SIPES 2012-13 President Dennis Gleason (left) and Past President 
Bill Finley in Bar Harbor, Maine at the SIPES 2012 Convention.
Photo courtesy of D. J. Bergeron.

SIPES 2012 13 President Dennis Gleason (left) and Past President

Don't Miss the Opportunity to Update Your Directory Entry 
for the 50th Anniversary Edition of the 

SIPES Membership Directory CD

Send Changes to:

SIPES — 4925 Greeenville Avenue, Suite 1106, Dallas, TX  75206
214-363-1780       sipes@sipes.org
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LAFAYETTE
Our April guest speaker was Kirk 

Barrell and the title of his talk was 
“The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale: An 
Emerging Shale Play.” The attendance 
for this meeting was great and his 

topic was of interest to all. Kirk cur-
rently serves as the president of 
Amelia Resources LLC, an oil and gas 
exploration company focused in 
Central Louisiana. Mr. Barrell holds 
geological degrees from LSU and 
Texas A&M University. He has 
worked as a geologist for twenty-
three years exploring onshore 
Louisiana, the Gulf of Mexico, 
Mississippi and Texas. Kirk began his 
employment with Amoco Production 
Company and has worked for several 
small independents as a prospect-
generating geologist. At Amoco, he 

played a primary role in revitalizing 
the company’s key assets in the 
Tuscaloosa trend.

The May meeting was the annual 
skeet shoot at the Wilderness Club in 
the morning and the ‘steak and shrimp 
night’ that evening. John Duplantis 

does a great job every year putting on 
the clay shoot as well as getting spon-
sors to help offset some of the cost. 
Special thanks go out to David Bieber, 
Ellis Guilbeau, Johnny Walker, John 
Harris, Buddy Powell and Steve 
Sinitiere for helping out with getting 
the camp, picking up the shrimp, 
steaks and beverages. We are also 
very fortunate to have D. J. Bergeron 
taking some great pictures at the 
meetings and the 2012 Convention. 
These events are a great way to end 
the fall/spring sessions of the Lafayette 
Chapter. We do not have meetings 
during the summer months.

The annual convention was held on 
June 18-21 in Bar Harbor, Maine at the 
Harborside Hotel. The Lafayette 
Chapter co-hosted the event.
 Danny Fredericks

 Chairman


April guest speaker Kirk Barrell.April guest speaker Kirk Barrell

Bill Grubb (left) and Bill Finley at the 
steak night.
Bill G bb (l ft) d Bill Fi l t th

Members getting ready for the annual clay shoot.Members getting ready for the annual clay shoot

Attendees of the SIPES Post-Convention Field Trip to Acadia National Park in June.
Photo courtesy of Jory Pacht.
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FORT WORTH
The April meeting of the Fort Worth 

SIPES Chapter was held at the 
Petroleum Club of Fort Worth. Sixteen 
members and guests were in atten-
dance when Chairman Wayne 
Hoskins called the meeting to order. 
He then introduced the speakers, 
Tamera Hewitt and Allen Peloquin, of 
the Fort Worth office of Frontier 
Surveying. Since its founding in 1979, 
the company maintains headquarters 
in Corpus Christi, provides surveying 
services throughout the state of Texas, 
and completed one of its first projects 
at the Botanical Gardens in Fort 
Worth.

The presenters talk was entitled 
“Developing the relationship between 
land surveying and GIS.” Their 
remarks explored the origins and 
need for the two disciplines, explained 
how these two fields are closely 
linked, and how they are complimen-
tary. Beginning with Spanish and 
Mexican rule from the sixteenth cen-
tury until formal Texas statehood in 
1846, general land surveying played 
an important role in the development 
of the state. Knowledge of this histori-
cal period was imperative to establish 
boundaries and to protect the public, 
as well as to determine mineral own-
ership. Tamera and Allen also exam-
ined common mistakes and pitfalls 
associated with accuracy; not the least 
of which is to ensure application of 
appropriate coordinate systems. 

Finally, they described new applica-
tions for transforming geographic 
data into geographic information such 
as databases. The benefits of which 
include presentations that are visually 
appealing, easy to understand, effi-
cient, and applicable to today’s mobile 
devices.

Thirty-six members and guests were 
in attendance at our May meeting 
when Chairman Wayne Hoskins 
called the meeting to order. There 
being no current business to discuss, 
he called Vice Chairman Jay Moore 
who introduced the speaker, Charlie 
Smith of Halliburton in Oklahoma 
City.

The presenter`s talk was entitled “A 
New, Systematic Approach to Achieve 
Effective Completions in Uncon-

ventional Reservoirs.” Halliburton's 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Logging 
(MRIL®) is revolutionizing the open-
hole logging business through direct 
measurement of reservoir fluids, such 
as oil, gas, and water. Now, operators 
can identify water-free production 
zones and previously hidden pay 
zones in their wells using MRIL tech-
nology.

Mr. Smith made a cogent presenta-
tion of details of the data acquisition, 
analysis, and interpretation of fluid 
segments within rock units in both 
traditional and unconventional reser-
voirs. He then presented examples for 
determining the location of the best 
permeability in an unconventional 
reservoir to guide placement of the 
lateral leg in a horizontal well applica-
tion. When coupled with the dipole 
sonic log, MRIL information can 
reduce the number of perforated 
intervals and frac sets to optimize 
wellbore economics. Summary: Find 
the best permeability, identify the 
rock mechanics in all planes, and 
stimulate only the best reservoir rock. 
It was an excellent talk; indeed, sev-
eral attendees were heard comment-
ing on this being one of the best pre-
sentations to the Fort Worth SIPES 
Chapter this year.

We do not meet during the summer 
months.
 Dan Earl Duggan

 Secretary


April guest speakers (L to R) Allen Peloquin and Tamera Hewitt, with Chairman Wayne 
Hoskins.

Vice Chairman Jay Moore (left) and May 
guest speaker Charles Smith of Halliburton 
in Oklahoma City.

Graham R. Curtis, #1345
of Chino, California 

who died on 
March 18, 2012



IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note 

the passing of 
the following member:
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  AUSTIN
 Chairman: John Newberry
 Secretary: TBA
 Treasurer: Dwight Cassell
 Meets:   The County Line 
                (On the Hill)
      1st Thursday

  CORPUS CHRISTI
 Chairman: David Desenberg
 V-Chrmn:  Eldon West
 Secretary: Maggie Dalthorp
 Treasurer: TBA
 Meets:   Town Club
      Last Tuesday of month

  DALLAS
 Chairman: Sirman Hollabaugh
 V-Chrmn:  David Shiels
 Secretary/
  Treasurer: Carol Shiels
   Meets:  Dallas Petroleum Club
      3rd Tuesday

DENVER
 Chairman:  Travis Brown
 V-Chrmn:  TBA
 Secretary:  Ron Lloyd
 Treasurer:  Tom Stander
 Meets:   Wynkoop Brewing Co.  
       4th Thursday

 FORT WORTH
 Chairman:  Wayne Hoskins
 V-Chrmn:  Jay Moore
 Secretary:  Dan Earl Duggan
 Treasurer:  Lee Petersen
 Meets:   Fort Worth Petroleum Club
       Variable dates

 HOUSTON
 Chairman:  John Hankey
 V-Chrmn:  Glen Pankonien
 Secretary:  Dick Bishop
 Treasurer:  Don Neville
 Meets:   Petroleum Club
       3rd Thursday

 LAFAYETTE
 Chairman:  Danny Fredericks
 V-Chrmn:  Travis Helms
 Secretary/
  Treasurer: Steve Sinitiere
 Meets:   Petroleum Club
       2nd Wednesday

MIDLAND
 Chairman:  Craig Smith
 V-Chrmn:  Brian Miller
 Secretary:  David Farmer
 Treasurer:  John Kullman
 Meets:   Midland Country Club
       3rd Wednesday

 NEW ORLEANS
 Chairman:  Louis Lemarie’
 V-Chrmn:  TBA
 Secretary:  Art Johnson
 Treasurer:  Reese Pinney
 Meets:   Andrea’s Restaurant
       3rd Tuesday

 OKLAHOMA CITY
 Chairman:  Harold Hanke
 V-Chrmn:  Jim Franks
 Secretary:  Mike Pollok
 Treasurer:  Victor Cooper
 Meets:   The Petroleum Club
       Bank One Bldg., 35th Floor
       1st Wednesday

 SAN ANTONIO
 Chairman:  John Patterson
 Co-V-Chrmn: Bill Bennett and Jerry Witte
 Secretary/
  Treasurer: Joe Finger
 Meets:   Petroleum Club
       3rd Thursday

SIPES Chapter Meeting InformationSIPES Chapter Meeting Information

NEW ORLEANS
At the April 17th meeting, New 

Orleans SIPES member Roy Walther, 
#748, presented “Reliability of Well 
Log Measurements.” Roy addressed 
the problems that can show up on 
subsurface maps as a result of inaccu-
rate depth records from drillers and 
loggers. He noted that this can lead to 
significant errors on maps as accurate 
datum tops are one of the basic ingre-
dients of subsurface mapping. To 
illustrate the issue, Roy presented six 
examples from five South Louisiana 
fields: East Lake Decade, Lake Boeuf, 
Lapice, North Thibodeaux, and 
Houma-Hollywood. All of the exam-
ples Roy showed resulted in mapping 
errors and would have been easy to 
miss unless an interpreter was dili-
gent in verifying ground elevations, 
reported TDs, and even how final logs 
were assembled from multiple runs. 
In the discussion that followed, those 

in attendance acknowledged the prob-
lems and shared their own experience 
with the issue. 

The May 15th meeting was our 
annual dinner meeting for members, 
spouses, and guests. The guest speak-
er was Rafael C. Goyeneche III, presi-
dent of the Metropolitan Crime 
Commission of the Greater New 

Orleans Area. Goyeneche spoke on his 
organization’s work in improving the 
administration of justice, reducing the 
incidence of violent crime, and stamp-
ing out public corruption. His presen-
tation was enthusiastically received 
by the audience.
 Art Johnson

 Secretary


SIPES Foundation President Ken Huffman (right) of New Orleans receiving a 
plaque from Marc Maddox (left) at the 2012 Awards Banquet.
Photo courtesy of D. J. Bergeron.



MIDLAND
On Wednesday, April 18, Stuart T. 

Purvis presented, for our noon lun-
cheon program, his talk on “Our 
Water: Limitations on Supply, Short 
and Long Term Plans for the City of 
Midland.” Stuart Purvis has been 
involved in the environmental/water 
industry for over twenty years. He 
received his B.S. in engineering tech-
nology from Texas A&M University in 
1978. He then went on to receive his 
B.S. in civil engineering in 1986 and 
M.S. in civil engineering in 1988. 
Stuart has worked for Black & Veatch 
Engineers, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Sandia National 
Laboratories, and TxDOT. Stuart has 
worked in the Utilities Department 
for the City of Midland for eleven 
years. He worked for seven years as 
assistant director and then the last 
three as director. 

Stuart’s presentation discussed the 
source of Midland’s precious water 
and the limitations on that supply. He 
also elaborated on the summer water-
ing program for the City of Midland, 
and offered an explanation regarding 
the short-term solutions for the city’s 
water shortage in addition to the long-
term water plans for our future. Our 
thanks go out to Western National 
Bank, our April Sponsor.

On Wednesday, May 16 our noon 
luncheon program was presented by 
John Tinker of University Lands. John 
Tinker received his Bachelor of Science 
in mechanical engineering from Texas 
A&M University. He is currently a 

senior petroleum engineer with 
University Lands and was previously 
an engineer for ConocoPhillips on the 
Barnet Shale and in the Permian. 

John’s presentation covered an over-
view of University Lands and a dis-
cussion on the Wolfcamp Shale play 
including economic impact, road-
blocks, active areas, successes and 
failures. Our thanks to Griffin 
Petroleum for sponsoring our May 
meeting. 

On Wednesday, June 20 our noon 
program was presented by Vithal Pai, 
the founder and president of XACT 
Technologies, Inc., an oil and gas drill-
ing and completion technologies con-
sulting company in Midland, Texas. 
He has B.S. and M.S. degrees in chem-
ical engineering from IIT Bombay in 
India and an MBA in operations 
research from West Texas State 
University. Additionally, he has 
worked on and completed most of the 
class work towards an M.S. in petro-
leum engineering from Texas Tech 
University.

Vithal has over thirty-seven years of 
petroleum industry engineering expe-
rience. During this time he has held 
several positions, beginning as an 
engineering trainee to the regional 
technical manager with the Western 
Company of North America and BJ 
Services. He resigned from BJ Services 
to form XACT Technologies, Inc. in 
1995. He runs both the business as 
well as the engineering aspects of the 
company. He is involved in the design, 
implementation and execution of 
advanced cementing and stimulation 
systems for deep and high pressured 
oil and gas wells. In recent years most 
of his time is spent in working with 

unconventional and resource plays, 
and horizontal wells. He is heavily 
involved in the design, execution and 
cost containment of completion pro-
grams for horizontal wells in the 
Permian Basin of Texas, Southeast 
New Mexico. He specializes in simpli-
fying the completion procedures, 
reducing mechanical risks and mak-
ing horizontal projects more cost 
effective. To date he has helped com-
plete in excess of 1,000 horizontal 
wells from a TVD of 4,000 ft. to 12,000 
ft. and a TMD of 18,000 ft. 

In addition to designing the treat-
ments, Vithal performs relevant QC 
and QA functions both prejob and at 
the wellsite to ensure the successful 
execution of hybrid fracs and prop-
pant hydraulic fracs for both multi-
stage vertical wells, and the lateral 
sections of horizontal wells. Our 
thanks to Wagner Brown for sponsor-
ing our June meeting.

On May 18, 2012, SIPES Member 
Phillip Becker passed away. Our con-
dolences go out to his family.
 David Farmer

 Secretary
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At the April meeting are (L to R) National 
Director and Vice Chairman Brian Miller, 
Secretary David Farmer, guest speaker 
Stuart Purvis, and Chapter Chairman 
Craig Smith.

At the April meeting are (L to R) National

Craig Smith (left), guest speaker John Tinker (center) and Brian Miller at the May 
meeting. 
Craig Smith (left) guest speaker John Tinker (center) and Brian Miller at the May

Membership Chairman Don Eckerty (left) 
with June guest speaker Vithal Pai.
Membership Chairman Don Eckerty (left)



CORPUS CHRISTI
The Corpus Christi Chapter’s April 

meeting was held at the Town Club 
and Dan Steffens, president of Energy 
Prospectus Group (EPG), presented a 
talk entitled “Energy Sector Investing 
– Outlook for 2012.” EPG is focused 
on fundamental analysis of publicly-
traded firms in the energy sector, pri-
marily upstream oil and gas compa-
nies. Its mission is to help members 
make wise investment choices that 
have the potential for market beating 
results. Mr. Steffens presented an 
overview of several energy sector 
companies to watch in the near and 
long term, and discussed some of the 
risk and opportunities he sees in the 
current market.

The speaker at the May meeting was 
Thomas Ewing, #1610, co-owner of 
Frontera Exploration Consultants 
from San Antonio, Texas. Dr. Ewing 
has been active in South Texas explo-
ration and research for more than 
thirty years. He has published over 
seventy articles, papers and abstracts 
related to the South Texas oil and gas 
industry, and was recently elected 

vice president of Sections for the 
AAPG. Dr. Ewing reviewed the latest 
activity in the Austin Chalk Trend, 
particularly as to the relationship with 
the current Eagle Ford activity.

At the SIPES luncheon on June 26, 
Tom Swisher of Core Lab presented 
an overview of current core analysis 
services available. Several examples 
of x-ray diffraction and scanning elec-
tron microscope products were exhib-

ited and discussed. New services 
beyond a standard routine analysis to 
determine permeability, porosity, and 
fluid saturations have been developed 
for shale evaluation, but those servic-
es are also applicable for conventional 
reservoirs. Non-destructive methods 
for evaluation were a focus of his pre-
sentation. 
           Maggie Dalthorp, Secretary &
           Eldon West, Vice Chairman
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Taking a guided hiking tour at Acadia National Park during the SIPES 2012 Convention in 
June are Heather Finley, Lafayette, and Teresa Pollok, Oklahoma City, with Corpus Christi 
Chapter Members Ed Riddle and Bob Owen. Photo courtesy of Richard MacDonald of the 
Natural History Center.

AUSTIN
The Austin Chapter had good speak-

ers for our last two talks. April’s 
speaker was Charles G. “Chip” Groat, 
associate director of the Energy 
Institute at the University of Texas at 
Austin. His talk covered misconcep-
tions of fracing and also a problem 
that has arisen from the techniques 
used. Questions from attendees cov-
ered frac-caused earthquakes and 
potential pollution of water supplies. 
Chip said it appeared that high pres-
sure disposal of frac water can activate 
a fault, so we need to be careful where 
we put our disposal wells. When 
asked about pollution, the only issue 
discussed was when the surface cas-
ing was set half-way through the fresh 
water zone. My general conclusion 
was, if the industry maintains com-
mon sense standards, most potential 
problems will continue to be avoided.

May’s speaker was Matt Telfer. He is 
a distinguished lecturer for the AAPG, 
and a local Austin geoscientist; his 
company is Border to Border 

Exploration, LLC. His talk covered 
“Future Energy Trends.” He went 
over the basic energy needs of the U.S. 
now and in the future by looking at all 
forms of energy currently being used 
by us. His graphed projection for the 
increased use of alternative sources of 
energy, (wind, solar, etc.), showed we 
will still need massive amounts of oil 
and gas for at least the next sixty 
years. This is something we all recog-
nize, but the media doesn’t seem to 

understand. His talk was also pre-
sented at the SIPES 2012 Convention 
in Bar Harbor, Maine in June.

This year the Austin Chapter raised 
money to feed the firefighters in 
Bastrop during what was likely the 
worst fire in recent Texas history. We 
found out that forest firefighters fre-
quently do not get many meals and do 
not have any provisions to keep their 
energy up when on the fire line. The 
money we raised went to buying them 
carb packs. 

We also supported a program called 
GEOFORCE, run by the Jackson 
School of Geosciences at the University 
of Texas at Austin. This program tar-
gets high school students and tries to 
get them interested in the field of geo-
science. It takes them on field trips 
(real ones) and several of these stu-
dents end up with college scholar-
ships. 

We had a great year last year and are 
looking forward to 2012-13. 
 John Newberry

 Chairman


Austin Director Bill Walker (right) with Ken 
and Diane Huffman from New Orleans  at 
the 2012 Awards Banquet in Bar Harbor, 
Maine. Photo courtesy of D. J. Bergeron.

Austin Director Bill Walker (right) with Ken
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SAN ANTONIO
John Patterson, #2765, presented a 

drilling contract lab for the April lunch 
meeting titled “Footage Drilling 
Contract is not an Operator Fair 
Contract.” John pointed out that the 
standard footage contract puts the 
most risk on the working interest 
owners when difficult drilling occurs. 
He also gave solutions on how to 
strike out and/or add to the contract 
for a more palatable outcome. 
Everyone went home with a sample 
“fixed” drilling contract.

In May, San Antonio had a wonder-
ful talk on “The Riches of Mexico” by 
Don McGookey, #1003. Mexico is a 
land of billion barrel oil fields and 
natural resources in copper and bax-
ite. The conclusion was that Mexico 

should not be considered a third 
world country, but could possibly be 
one of the wealthiest countries. See 
the article “Oil and Gas of Mexico” in 
the May 2011 SIPES Quarterly.

Tim, Limited Member, and Joe 
McGovern, #3108, gave an inspiring 
talk on “Young Geologists’ Perspective 
in Today’s Oil Patch.” They discussed 
how a master’s degree is required for 
entry positions with large oil compa-
nies and a bachelor’s degree is 
required for service companies and 
small independents. The young geolo-
gists are great with technology, but 
are lacking in oil field knowledge, and 
it is this oil field knowledge that is 
taught by the “oil man” on the job.

San Antonio is growing and is start-
ing its second membership drive.
 John Patterson

 Chairman
The San Antonio Chapter group at the SIPES 2012 Convention in 

Bar Harbor, Maine.

Bob and Shirley Huffman (left) and Doug 
and Kyong Draves at a SIPES sit down 
dinner party.

Bob and Shirley Huffman (left) and Doug

Enjoying a San Antonio SIPES party are 
(L to R) Mike and Ginger Mathy, and 
Scott and Debbie Pollard.

Enjoying a San Antonio SIPES party are

DALLAS
The Dallas Chapter of SIPES held 

two monthly luncheon meetings and 
our Mexican Fiesta evening this quar-
ter. April’s speaker was Raymond 
Woodward, president of BHL 
Consulting out of Tyler. His experi-
ence in the Austin Chalk with Sonat 
underscored the need for an efficient 
geo-steering tool. Subsequently, 
Raymond and his programmer devel-
oped the BORESIGHT software. He 
discussed geo-steering and the fact 
that the cost is approximately 2% of a 
sidetrack if the operator is unable to 
stay in the target zone. Ultimately, the 
geometry of horizontal drilling and 
the attempt to bring MWD data back 
to TVD is rife with pitfalls depending 
on the dip rate and it’s orientation to 
the well path. The practical implica-

tion of geo-steering is that the scientist 
needs to glean data through good 
communication, and that ultimately, 
the result should be a “subsurface 
geologic interpretation.”

In May, fifty-two SIPES members 
and guests gathered at Abuelo’s 
Restaurant in north Dallas for our 

Mexican Fiesta. It was a fun evening 
of good food and drink, and great 
camaraderie.

At the Dallas Chapter’s June lun-
cheon, Kathleen Ingraham Barclay of 
Denbury Resources spoke on 
“Rediscovering the Delhi Field 
Reservoirs in order to Effectively 
Implement Tertiary Recovery.” 
Kathleen detailed Denbury’s identifi-
cation and characterization of each of 
the multiple reservoirs of the field 
prior to CO2 flooding. Her first-hand 
knowledge of the ongoing teamwork 
illustrated how important the com-
munication is between production/
completion personnel and the geosci-
entists in identifying separate pro-
spective reservoirs.
 Carol Shiels

 Secretary


Enjoying the evening at Abuelo's are (L to R) 
Pat Gratton, David Shiels and Marion 
Spitler.

Enjoying the evening at Abuelo's are (L to R)
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HOUSTON 
The Houston Chapter continues 

with its response to member interests, 
new efforts on outreach, traditional 
presentations of talks and an active 
social calendar. As always, we invite 
anyone coming to Houston to be our 
guest at our monthly luncheon on the 
third Thursday of each month. Check 
on our website (www.sipeshouston.
org) and call B.K. Buongiorno (713-
651-1639) to let us know you are com-
ing! Y’all come!  

Of general interest, the response to 
our change from hard copy monthly 
newsletter to an electronic one has 
been excellent. All members capable 
of receiving it through the Internet 
(95%) are now doing so (or are billed 
the cost of receiving the hard copy) 
and the others continue to receive the 
hard copy at no extra charge. This 
change was necessary because the 
newsletter’s increased size and circu-
lation drove printing and mailing 
costs through the roof. It is now avail-
able to all --- just go to our website 
(www.sipeshouston.org) and down-
load --- it has summaries of our tech-
nical talks as well as articles of general 
interest to the oil and gas indepen-
dent. 

And looking to Austin, the Texas 
Board of Professional Geologists has 
expressed interest in a seminar/work-
shop on how the petroleum industry 
and independents in particular work 
in Texas. Scott Daniel and his band of 
cohorts (Dan Smith, Dave Rensink 
and Phil Martin) are responding with 
some curriculum ideas and will 
include other Texas SIPES Chapters in 
their efforts. 

With increased industry activity, all 
operators are at the risk of the worst 
operator. In our recent poll, SIPES 
members clearly stated the impor-

tance of maintaining professional eth-
ics and standards of certification are 
very important.

At our April luncheon, John 
Castagna from the University of 
Houston presented “Advances in High 
Resolution Seismic Reflectivity 
Inversion.” Dr. Castagna is an interna-
tionally known geophysicist (particu-
larly for his work on direct hydrocar-
bon indicators) and has had careers in 
both academia, industry and as a com-
pany founder (FUSION and a new 
company, LUMINA). His book Offset-
Dependent-Reflectivity: Theory and 
Practice of AVO Analysis is an SEG 
best- seller. His talk focused on how 
sparse layer inversion can identify 
layers less than 1/16th of a seismic 
wavelength. In short, sparse layer 
inversion can approach the resolution 
of some wireline logs which is 
extremely valuable in evaluating not 
only prospects but reservoir model-
ing.

Our May 17th talk was “Percent 
Trap Fill and Its Implications” by 
Richard (Dick) Bishop, #3092, a 
Houston independent. Dr. Bishop is a 
past president of AAPG and had his 
first career with ExxonMobil seeing 

basins all over the world and applying 
basin modeling concepts and develop-
ing assessment techniques. His talk 
focused on hydrocarbon systems with 
an ‘over charging’ source rock and the 
implications for hydrocarbon accu-
mulation and evaluation. Among the 
implications included the notion that 
spill points and leak point control 
hydrocarbon contacts, including gas/
oil contacts. Another implication is 
that saturated oil fields or reservoirs 
probably have a leak which selectively 
leaks gas, not oil. In these systems, 
leaks commonly limit trap capacity; 
thus the prospects with a large num-
ber of potential leak points are more 
risky than those with fewer leak points 
(assuming similar stratigraphy). 

On June 28, Bradley Broekstra of 
Midstates Petroleum spoke on 
“Rejuvenation of Some Old Louisiana 
Wilcox Fields Using Modern 
Technology.” He also presented this 
talk in June at the SIPES 2012 
Convention in Bar Harbor, Maine. Mr. 
Broekstra is Vice President of 
Exploration for Midstates with a thir-
ty-four-year career that spans Amoco, 
Davis Oil, LL & E, Burlington 
Resources and now Midstates since 
2005. Their business model has led 
them to re-enter eight South Central 
Louisiana Wilcox fields and apply 
modern technology. These fields typi-
cally were discovered in the ‘50s 
through ‘70s and are large (>4,000 
acres) but have few wells that develop 
the Wilcox sands which are rich in 
clay and shale. These ‘dirty’ sands 
produce poorly with the completion 
methods of the time, but react very 
well to fracture stimulation and hori-
zontal laterals. This talk attracted over 
240 attendees.
 Dick Bishop

 Secretary


Chairman John Hankey winning a bottle of 
wine during a Bingo game at the 2012 
Awards Banquet in Bar Harbor. 
Photo courtesy of D. J. Bergeron.

Chairman John Hankey winning a bottle of

DENVER
The Denver Chapter gathered for 

lunch on April 26 at the Wynkoop 
Brewery. Our speaker was S. Duff 
Kerr, a long-time Denver consulting 
geologist and past president of the 
Rocky Mountain Association of 
Geologists. Duff’s talk was titled 
"Targeting the Utica Shale." He dis-
cussed the setting of the Utica within 

the context of the flooding of the Mid-
Ordovician sea over eastern and cen-
tral North America and extending 
across the entire continent. He noted 
the remarkably uniform development 
of the carbonate platform with limited 
reservoir development and little pro-
duction from conventional carbonate 
traps.

The Utica is notable for its high 
organic content from the early fore-
land basin fill and in the thin mud 
partings in the carbonate shelf 
beneath. The Utica Shale is known as 
the Point Pleasant in Ohio where it is 
the richest. Duff asserts there is conti-
nuity with shales known by different 
names from Appalachia across the

(Continued)
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
In accordance with the SIPES Constitution, By-Laws & Code of Ethics, the following announcement of new 

members unanimously approved by the SIPES Membership Committee on July 25, 2012 is printed below.
Any member in possession of information which might possibly disqualify an applicant is asked to submit 

this information to the secretary of the society (Douglas R. Essler) within thirty days of this publication. To be 
considered, this information should be in writing and bear the writer's name. If this information is received 
within thirty days after the publication of the applicant's name, the SIPES Board of Directors must reconsider 
its previous approval of the applicant. The board's action, after consideration of such new information, shall 
be final. 

William A. Walker, Jr., National Membership Committee

Midcontinent, the Michigan Basin, the 
Williston Basin, and the Great Basin.

The Utica is a major target shale for 
gas and oil in the Appalachian Basin, 
across much of which recovery is dry 
gas due to high paleotemperatures as 
indicated by conodont alteration and 
Tmax. The lower alteration area in 
eastern Ohio and westernmost 
Pennsylvania provides the most eco-
nomic target for liquid hydrocarbons. 

We gathered on May 24, for lunch 
again at the Wynkoop Brewery. Todd 
Nelson, a friend of SIPES member 
Larry McPeek, related his family’s 
experience in the tornado at Joplin, 
Missouri on May 22, 2011, to our 
group just a year and two days later. 
Todd, his father and mother, and 
younger daughter were in Joplin for 
his older daughter’s graduation from 
Ozark Christian College. 

Todd, with the aid of numerous 
slides, recounted the swiftness and 
power of the storm’s arrival and 
destruction. The members of the fam-
ily sought shelter in an interior hall-
way in their daughter’s apartment. In 
seconds the building crashed down
upon them, a concrete block wall trap-
ping them. Todd was able to escape 
and find help. None of them perished, 
but his parents each suffered a frac-
tured pelvis. His graduating daughter 
was eight months pregnant and expe-

rienced contrac-
tions. However, 
the baby waited 
that extra month. 
Her husband was 
out of town at 
work, but returned 
with family and 
friends to aid the 
Nelsons.

Todd spoke to 
the initial shock of 
the destruction, 
followed by the incredible energy and 
willingness of the members of the 
community to help each other. He 
concluded the presentation with the 
suggestion that everyone should pre-
pare for such a catastrophic event 
with an appropriate plan.

No meeting was held in June because 
of the SIPES national convention.
 Ron Lloyd

 Secretary


Chairman Travis Brown (left) with April guest 
speaker Duff Kerr.
Chairman Travis Brown (left) with April guest

May guest speaker 
Todd Nelson.
May guest speaker



surface slick creation, a study of sur-
face and subsurface geological factors 
was conducted that considered struc-
tural setting, sediments and hydrocar-
bon fluid properties. The purpose of 
the study is to investigate the factors 
influencing sea surface slick creation 
in order to provide a more accurate 
assessment of source and pathway 
relationships for hydrocarbon migra-
tion and transport.  

Most (76%) of the sea surface slicks 
are observed in the salt basin region 
and most (64%) of these slicks are in 
areas of shallow salt. Other areas of 
slick concentrations include the 
Wanda Fault system and the salt-
withdrawal mini-basins. Slicks are 
observed in association with all 
hydrocarbon flux rates and therefore 
are not good predictors of the seafloor 
geological and biological expressions 
of hydrocarbon seeps associated with 
variations in flux rates.  Reservoir 
pressure and fluid density relation-
ships to depth may indicate fluid 
migration pathways and timing.

Introduction
The northern Gulf of Mexico (GOM) 

is a recognized hydrocarbon produc-
ing province with productive areas 
spatially throughout the shelf from 
water depths of 3 meters (9 feet) and 
out beyond the slope into deeper 
waters of 2,963 meters (9,721 feet), 
(Figure 1). Productive sands range in 
depositional age from Lower Miocene/
Oligocene to Pleistocene with multi-
ple reservoir horizons that produce 
from 184 meters (605 feet) to 9,662 
meters (31,700 feet) below the sea-
surface (Ehrenberg et al., 2008). Areas 
of complex salt movement, deep and 
shallow faulting and deposition by 
multiple sediment sources into shift-
ing salt withdrawal basins compart-
mentalize these reservoirs to create a 
complex hydrocarbon province of 
stratigraphically and structurally 
trapped reservoirs (Galloway et al., 
1998; Galloway et al., 2000; Weimer et 
al., 1998b). The northern GOM is a 
dynamic hydrocarbon system with 
actively moving hydrocarbons as evi-
denced by geochemical data and geo-
physical wipe out zones; direct sedi-
ment surface and near surface expres-
sions of pock marks, mud volcanoes, 

chemosynthetic communities, authi-
genic carbonates, and gas hydrates; as 
well as water column bubble streams 
and sea surface hydrocarbon slicks 
(Cole et al., 2001; De Beukelaer et al., 
2003; Hovland, 2003; Hovland and 
Judd, 1988; Kaluza and Doyle, 1996; 
MacDonald, 2002; MacDonald et al., 
1996; MacDonald et al., 1995). 

Locations of reservoirs, seafloor 
seeps and sea surface slicks are deter-
mined by various interconnected 
pathways encountered by the hydro-
carbons during migration from source 
intervals (Dembicki and Samuels, 
2008). The migration timing and path-
ways may influence the hydrocarbon 
fluid characteristics, and investigating 
seep characteristics relative to subsur-
face accumulations may provide use-
ful source and migration information 
(Mount et al., 2006). In areas of hydro-
carbon seepage, the flux rate and fluid 
characteristics of the seeping fluids  
control present day sea-floor geology 
and biology (Fu and Aharon, 1998; 
Roberts and Carney, 1997). 

Evaluating the structural setting, 
sedimentary influences and fluid 
properties of subsurface accumula-
tions in relation to seafloor seeps and 
sea surface slick areas can provide 
insight regarding hydrocarbon migra-
tion, accumulation and pathway 
influences (Mount et al., 2006; Reilly 
et al., 1996). This study uses regional 
structure and sedimentary data, pub-
licly available subsurface reservoir 
data for the Northern Gulf of Mexico 
and a data set of probable sea surface 
slick sites generated from Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) data to docu-
ment the relationship of the sea sur-
face slicks to (1) geologic setting in 
relation to structural features and 
sedimentary basins and (2) migration 
pathways as indicated by certain fluid 
properties including API gravity and 
pressure. 

Methods
Synthetic Aperture Radar

(SAR) Data
Because optical satellites depend on 

sunlight illuminating the Earth to 
obtain useful imagery, optical satellite 
remote sensing image quality is 
restricted by the presence of weather 
conditions such as clouds, fog, smoke 

or darkness (NOAA, 2006, 2007). SAR 
based technology internally generates 
microwave illumination and can oper-
ate day or night, regardless of weather 
conditions (NOAA, 2006). Since 
becoming available in 1991, multiple 
applications have been developed 
that demonstrate the capabilities (and 
limitations) of using SAR images to 
analyze different environmental 
aspects including coastal develop-
ment, wetlands, riparian areas and 
sea surface features (Garcia-Pineda et 
al., 2008; NOAA, 2007). 

SAR satellites are active microwave 
sensors that bounce radar energy 
toward the earth and then receive the 
reflected backscatter which has a dif-
ferent character depending on the 
reflecting medium. A dark image on 
SAR data may indicate lack of wind, 
the presence of surfactants, oil, seabed 
morphology, coral spawning, tidal 
current flows, surface biological mat-
ter such as algae or seaweed and cur-
rent or wind flow (Abrams and Logan, 
2010; Garcia-Pineda, 2009; MacDonald 
et al., 1996). SAR image quality can 
also be influenced by weather related 
factors including sunglint, turbidity, 
and haze. Because SAR does not 
directly measure oil, these limitations 
must be considered as potential causes 
of dampening when processing imag-
es for the presence of a sea surface 
slick. 

More than 30,000 SAR images have 
been collected by the eight satellites 
covering the Gulf of Mexico (Garcia-
Pineda, 2009). In a previous study by 
Garcia-Pineda (2009), SAR data were 
interpreted to determine areas where 
oil on the surface of the ocean has 
dampened sea surface reflection read-
ings. An algorithm was applied to the 
SAR data that considered sea surface 
smoothing factors and image impact-
ing influences to identify anomalies as 
probable oil slicks. To determine if a 
dampening feature measured on the 
SAR data is oil, the feature is ranked 
using criteria relative to hydrocarbon 
seepage:  temporal repeatability (seep-
ing oil will consistently appear at one 
location while biological influences 
are more variable), the shape (oil 
slicks smear to form tadpole, blob or 
dog-leg patterns on the surface), the 

(Continued)
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size or overall dimension of the damp-
ening, and the relationship to geologic 
subsurface and shallow submerged 
features (Abrams and Logan, 2010; 
Garcia-Pineda, 2009; MacDonald et 
al., 1996). Sea surface slick data pro-
cessed on September 17, 2008 identi-
fied 566 probable slicks in the 
Northern GOM that are used for this 
study (Figure 1). Recent research 
cruise investigations have confirmed  
several of the slicks identified by this 
algorithm, however not every one of 
these sites has been confirmed in the 
field and some may be dampening 
features created by influences other 
than oil (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010).

Reservoir Data
The United States Bureau of Ocean 

Energy Management Regulation and 
Enforcement (BOEMRE), formerly 
known as the Minerals Management 
Service or MMS has made publicly 
available the sands02, sands03, 
sands05 and sands06 databases with 
reservoir properties for more than 
13,000 reservoirs in the Northern Gulf 
of Mexico area. Reservoir data were 
downloaded on October 04, 2009.

The databases provide reservoir 
properties for a total of 346 reservoirs 
in the Green Canyon area of the north-
ern GOM (Figure 1), and 126 of these 
reservoirs are in offshore blocks with 
potential sea surface slick sites as 
indentified by SAR data analysis. The 

availability of reservoir information 
and the numerous possible slicks in 
the Green Canyon Area allow for a 
more detailed analysis of sea surface 
slick and subsurface reservoir rela-
tionships. To investigate possible 
migration and fluid characteristics 
that develop sea surface slicks, reser-
voir properties of API gravity and 
initial reservoir pressure for several 
Green Canyon area reservoirs with 
nearby surface slick are evaluated.

Geologic Setting
Hydrocarbon seeps are ubiquitous 

features that exist in several geologic 
settings as well as a variety of pres-
sure and temperature environments, 
but are generally associated with con-
tinental margins (Hovland and Judd, 
1988). Marine hydrocarbon seeps near 
Santa Barbara California, the south-
eastern coast of the United States, 
Trinidad, Barbados, Ecuador and the 
GOM have all been identified and are 
presumed to be associated with frac-
tures and openings leading to buried 
reservoirs of hydrocarbons (Levorsen, 
1967). The locations of seafloor seep 
deposits are sensitive to pressure and 
temperature change and can shift to 
accommodate environmental varia-
tions, but the mechanisms and rates of 
change are not clearly understood, 
(Hovland and Judd, 1988). 
Hydrocarbon in the form of gas, oil or 
liquid asphalt may seep to the surface 

along fractures, joints, fault planes, 
unconformities, or bedding planes, or 
through any of the connected porous 
openings of the rocks (Levorsen, 
1967). Recent estimates are that 1.5 
million barrels of oil naturally seep 
into worldwide waters each year, with 
250 to 690 thousand barrels of this 
seepage occurring in the GOM 
(Kvenvolden and Harbaugh, 1983; 
Mitchell et al., 2000).  

The concentration of hydrocarbon 
seeps in the GOM indicates focused or 
good vertical migration pathways 
exist (Behrens, 1988). Possible GOM 
vertical migration pathways that have 
been identified include:  sediments 
above salt bodies, close to salt-related 
faults, along deposition (non salt) 
related faults, sediment ‘fractures’ 
associated with stacked intercutting 
channels,  ‘leaky’ sediment layers 
associated with large sediment influx 
and overpressure and  salt weld or 
movement features (Behrens, 1988). 

According to prior studies GOM 
seeps appear to be concentrated 
around the margins of intra salt basins 
(Thrasher et al., 1996). The relation-
ship of the 566 sea surface slicks to 
major GOM tectonic and structural 
areas as presented in Figure 2 and 
Table 1, confirms that a majority 
(76.2%) of the slicks are associated 
with the salt basin area. The slicks are 
also associated to a lesser extent with 
the Wanda Fault system (7.8%) locat-
ed in the western region of the GOM, 
and with the Eugene Island to Ship 
Shoal area Fault Family (5.1%) located 
just north of the salt basin area in the 
central GOM. The Wanda growth 
fault system was initiated by a mid 
Miocene regressive sequence deposit-
ing massive deltaic sediments over a 
deep, mobile salt substrate (Bradshaw 
et al., 1994).

To further investigate the distribu-
tion of the slicks in the salt basin, the 
slick sites were compared to pub-
lished salt depth maps and seismic 
lines to determine the slick distribu-
tion relative to underlying salt depth 
as indicated on seismic record two 
way travel times (Bolchert et al., 2000a; 

(Continued)
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Figure 1.  Northern Gulf of Mexico with 566 sea surface slicks as identified by Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (black Dots).



De Beukelaer et al., 2003; Sassen et al., 
2001a; Varnai and Weimer, 1997; 
Weimer et al., 1998b). The results of 
this analysis are presented in Table 2
and confirm the concentration of the 
slicks near margins of salt basins 
where the salt depth is less than 2 sec-
onds of two way travel time (34.6%) 
and directly associated with shallow 
salt (29.8%) when salt depth is less 
than 1 second of two way travel time. 
The migration pathways in these areas 
include the salt related faults, shallow 
sediments above the salt and along 
the salt weld or movement feature 
(Rowan and Weimer, 1998). 

Within the salt basin area, thirty-one 
percent of the slicks are in areas that 
have no salt or exist where the salt is 
deeper than 4 seconds two way travel 
time on seismic records (Table 2). 
These areas represent the salt with-
drawal regions that are filled with 
sediments and become depositional 
mini-basins. The complex mechanics 
of mini-basin initiation and sedimen-
tary fill evolution have been described 
elsewhere (Diegel et al., 1995; Hudec 
and Jackson, 2006; McBride, 1998; Peel 
et al., 1995; Prather et al., 1998; Rowan 
and Weimer, 1998). The vertical fluid 
migration pathways in these areas 
include sediment ‘fractures’ associat-
ed with stacked intercutting channels, 
‘leaky’ sediment layers associated 
with large sediment influx and depo-
sition related faults (Rowan and 
Weimer, 1996; Shaker, 2005; Thrasher 
et al., 1996).

Within the salt withdrawal basins 
the presence of seeps that are not 
directly related to structural faulting 
and piercement of nearby salt might 
indicate that the sediments filling the 
basin were from a source with a vol-
ume and density great enough to 
essentially ‘hydraulically fracture’ the 
underlying sediments and create a 
migration pathway for the strati-
graphically trapped basin fill sedi-
mentary reservoirs to leak out to the 
surface (Gay et al., 2006b; Shaker, 
2005). Conversely, mini-basins with-
out seeps might indicate that sedi-
ments filling the basin are less dense, 

(Continued)
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Figure 2.  Northern Gulf of Mexico with tectonic Areas as determined by main structural fea-
tures with 566 sea surface slicks. A. Frio Fault zone, B. Clement-Tomas Fault Zone, C. 
Corsair Fault System, D. Wanda Fault System, E. Salt Basin, F. Perdido Foldbelt, G. 
Deepwater Slope, H. Mississippi Fan Foldbelt, I. South High Island Fault Family, J. South 
Cameron Fault Family, K. Eugene Island to Ship Shoal Fault Family, L. Cameron Fault Family, 
M. West Cameron Shelf Fault Zone (Adapted from Watkins et al., 1996).

Table 1.  Distribution by percent of slicks in each of the tectonic areas indicated on Figure 2.

Table 2.  Distribution by percent of slicks located in the salt basin region (E) on Figure 2, 
according to depth of salt below the seafloor as indicated on seismic records in seconds (two 
way travel time).
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possibly more of a hemipelagic fill 
and, if stratigraphically trapped reser-
voir sands exist in this basin they 
were not in a great enough volume 
and density to create fracture con-
duits in the surrounding sediments.

The geological and biological 
responses to hydrocarbon seepage at 
the sea floor are highly variable and 
depend upon the rate of delivery and 
the fluid and gas composition (Roberts 
and Carney, 1997). The seepage can 
originate directly from the source rock 
or can be diverted during migration to 
accumulate in minor or major pools or 
in reservoirs that can leak fluids over 
time (Thrasher et al., 1996). The inter-
relationship of the sediment input 
rate, sediment fill history, basin tec-
tonics and fluid flow determines the 
hydrocarbon migration pathway 
(Thrasher et al., 1996). The main areas 
of deposition in the GOM by geologic 
age are described in Galloway. (1998 
and 2000) and indicate that the geo-
logic environment is dominated by a 
high Pliocene and Pleistocene sedi-
mentation rate and the presence of 
allochthonous salt (Galloway et al., 
1998; Galloway et al., 2000; Thrasher 
et al., 1996). The lithofacies distribu-
tion is controlled by regional sedi-
mentation patterns, slope gradient, 

sub regional geometry of salt bodies 
and mini basins and the presence or 
absence of underlying salt to provide 
enhanced accommodation (Prather et 
al., 1998; Rowan et al., 2001; Rowan 
and Weimer, 1998). The current areas 
of sediment movement by subsea can-
yons and river inputs in relation to 
seafloor geometry and salt basin area 
(solid outline from Figure 2) is pre-
sented in Figure 3 (NOAA, 2006; 
Watkins et al., 1996). Most of the sedi-
ment influx into the Northern GOM is 
from the Mississippi River and this 
sediment is redistributed as a seafloor 
fan that is indicated by the dashed 
area on Figure 3 (Davies and Moore, 
1970). Only nine of the sea surface 
slicks are observed in the area of the 
Mississippi fan deposition and further 
study is needed to determine if there 
are additional seafloor seeps in the 
area but the deposition influences the 
ability of the SAR satellites to image 
the seep as a slick, or if the deposition 
prevents existing seafloor seeps from 
entering the water column or if there 
are no additional seafloor seeps in the 
area. 

Migration Pathways
Roberts et al. (2001) described the 

seafloor expressions of three different 
flux rate (rapid, intermediate and 

slow) seafloor seeps observed in the 
Green Canyon area. At the rapid 
expulsion rate gas charged fluids 
carry sediments to the seafloor and 
deposit sediments sheets or mud vol-
canoes. The hydrocarbons associated 
with these features reflect little bio-
degradation occurred during migra-
tion and the chemosynthetic biologi-
cal communities are typically 
Lucinidvesycomyid clams and bacte-
rial mats (Carney, 1994; Roberts and 
Carney, 1997; Roberts et al., 2001). 

The intermediate flux rate sites had 
surface sediments that were highly 
variable and dense with diverse che-
mosynthetic communities (Roberts 
and Carney, 1997; Roberts et al., 2001). 
Intermediate rate flux areas that are in 
water depths below 400 meters water 
depth, are typically in a stable zone 
for the formation of gas hydrate solid 
phase formation and provided a sta-
ble methane/sulfide source for the 
development of a dense and diverse 
chemosynthetic community (Roberts 
and Carney, 1997; Roberts et al., 2001).

The slow expulsion rate seep sites 
have resulting sea floor sediments 
that are typically lithified through 
mineralization, often with carbonate 
and barite precipitation (Roberts et al., 
2001). The hydrocarbons associated 
with slow flux rate seeps are highly 
biodegraded and the chemosynthetic 
biological communities are typically 
restricted to bacterial mats (Roberts et 
al., 2001). Surface sediments at slow 
flux rate seeps include hard grounds, 
mounds, nodules, and sparse chemo-
synthetic communities, bacterial mats 
and barite (Paull and Dillon, 2001).

All three of these flux rate (rapid, 
intermediate and slow) sites have 
nearby sea surface slicks indentified 
by SAR images. The slow and rapid 
flux rate sites each have two slicks, 
and the intermediate rate site has 
three slick sites on the surface. The 
presence of a consistent hydrocarbon 
migration pathway to the seafloor 
regardless of rate is what is necessary 
to create a slick. While the flux rate is 
an important determinant for seafloor 
expressions of seeps, the various flux

(Continued)

Figure 3.  Northern Gulf of Mexico Subsea Canyons: A. Rio Perdido, B. Alaminos, C. 
Keathley, D. Mississippi, E. Desoto. River Inputs: F. Rio Grande, G. Nueces, G. Guadalupe, 
I. Colorado, J. Brazos, K. Mississippi (sea floor fan area in dashed region). Salt Basin area 
(area E. from Figure 2) with most sea surface slicks indicated in solid outline. (Google, 
2010; NOAA, 2010).
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rates can all provide sea surface slicks and therefore, the 
presence of a sea surface slick provides no information 
regarding the seafloor biological or geologic expression of 
the seafloor seep. 

Pressure and Depth Relationship
Of the 566 Northern GOM sea surface slicks identified by 

SAR data, 191 (34%) of the slicks are located in the Green 
Canyon area, (Fig. 1). Databases available online at the 
BOEMRE website provide reservoir properties for a total of 
346 reservoirs in the Green Canyon area of the Northern 
GOM, and 126 of these reservoirs are in offshore blocks 
with potential nearby sea surface slick sites as identified by 
SAR data analysis. 

The pressure and depth relationship may provide clues to 
fluid migration pathways for sea surface slicks. The reser-
voirs that are present in areas with fault conduits or shal-
low salt movement show a different pressure gradient than 
the reservoirs in areas of deep or no salt. The relationship 
of initial pressure to depth for all the Green Canyon reser-
voirs and those with slicks are presented in Figure 4A 
and4B respectively. The slick sites cluster in a smaller pres-
sure to depth range and the slope of the best-fit line for the 
slicks indicates these reservoirs have a slightly higher pres-
sure to depth ratio than the total reservoir dataset. The data 

is also plotted in relation to the average GOM hydrostatic 
gradient of .142 psi/m (.465 psi/ft) and the aquathermal 
pressure gradient for Gulf Coast shale at .427 psi/m (1.4 psi/
ft) as adapted from Magara (Magara, 1978). The reservoir 
pressure to depth values plot between the two gradients 
and indicate the existence of higher pressure gradients cre-
ated by the large amount of fine grained material rapidly 
deposited and buried in the offshore GOM (Magara, 1978; 
Shaker, 2005). 

The Green Canyon slick sites were compared to pub-
lished depth to salt maps and seismic lines to determine 
which slicks overly areas with salt less than 2 seconds (shal-
low salt areas) or greater than 4 seconds (no salt or salt 
withdrawal areas) two way travel time on seismic (Bolchert 
et al., 2000b; De Beukelaer et al., 2003; Sassen et al., 2001b; 
Varnai and Weimer, 1997; Weimer et al., 1998a; Weimer and 
Slatt, 2004; Weimer et al., 1998c). The pressure to depth 
relationship for slicks in areas of salt < 2 seconds on seismic 
records is presented in Figure 5A. These reservoirs are 
closely correlated with an R2 value of .958 and have a slope 
indicating a gradient closer to hydrostatic than the total 
Green Canyon and slick datasets (Figure 4A and 4B). The 
slicks in areas of salt deeper than 4 seconds on seismic 
records have a pressure to depth slope (Figure 5B) closer to 

(Continued)

Figure 4.  Initial pressure to depth below sea floor. (A) All Green 
Canyon reservoirs. (B) Green Canyon reservoirs in offshore blocks 
with sea surface slicks.

Figure 5.  Initial pressure to depth below sea floor for Green 
Canyon reservoirs in offshore blocks with sea surface slicks. (A) With 
salt at a depth < 2 seconds (B) With salt at a depth > 4 seconds.
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the gradient for shale deposition, and are less correlated 
with an R2 value equal to 0.7602. Based on the pressure to 
depth relationships, the shallow salt area migration path-
ways of faults and salt welds provide a migration conduit 
that is less influenced by the pressures created by fine-
grained sediment and have a correlated pressure to depth 
relationship which indicates an open migration pathway. 
In the absent or deep salt areas the migration pathways of 
sediment fractures, leaky layers and deposition related 
faults provide a migration conduit the is more influenced 
by the fine-grained sediment, exhibit a more scattered but 
generally higher pressure to depth relationship. 

API Gravity and Depth
The API gravity is a measurement of the density of oils, 

with lower density oils having a higher API value, such that 
Light Oils have API values greater than 31.1°; Medium Oils 
have values of 22.3° to 31.1° and Heavy Oils have values of 
10° to 22.3° (Hunt, 1990). In the subsurface, oil reservoirs 
usually indicate increasing API values (or lower density) 
with depth and this relationship generally shows a 1°API 
increase with every 61 to 122 meters (200 to 400 feet) of 
increasing burial (Hunt, 1990, 1996). 

The API to depth below sea surface graphs for all of the 
Green Canyon reservoirs and for the reservoirs in blocks 
with sea surface slicks are presented in Figures 6A and 6B, 
respectively. The calculated best-fit lines indicate an abnor-
mal relationship of decreasing reservoir oil gravity with 
depth. Because both API versus depth graphs indicate a fair 
amount of scatter, the best-fit line may not be meaningful, 
however some areas of vertical stacking are present and 
these may indicate vertical hydrocarbon movement. The 
scattering and vertical stacking at certain API values may 
be caused by the complex structural and stratigraphic fea-
tures created by salt movement and mini basin deposition. 

The API to depth below sea level of the slicks in areas 
with reservoirs where the top of salt is 2 seconds or less on 
seismic records are presented in Figure 7A. The graph still 
has some scatter and a decreasing API to depth best-fit line, 
and several stacked reservoirs with API values of 30°. These 
reservoirs are in areas where shallow salt structures are 
present and may be providing hydrocarbon migration con-
duits from the deep subsurface. These transport conduits 
may have provided higher API gravity oil that has been

(Continued)

Figure 6.  API Gravity of reservoirs plotted by depth below sea 
surface (meters). (A) All Green Canyon reservoirs. Calculated 
best fit line indicates decreasing API Gravity values with depth.
(B) Green Canyon reservoirs in blocks with sea surface slicks. 
Calculated best fit line indicates decreasing API Gravity values 
with depth.

Figure 7.  API Gravity of Green Canyon reservoirs in blocks with 
sea surface slicks plotted by depth below sea surface (meters). 
(A) Reservoirs in areas with depth to salt <2 seconds on seismic. 
Calculated best fit line indicates decreasing API Gravity values 
with depth. (B) Reservoirs in areas with depth to salt > 4 seconds 
on seismic. Calculated best fit line indicates increasing API Gravity 
values with depth.



trapped in shallower reservoirs than is expected, and may 
be indicated by the stacked API values. 

The graph of API to depth below sea level for the slicks in 
areas with reservoirs where the salt is not present or is 
below 4 seconds on seismic is presented in Figure 7B. This 
graph also has some scatter, but the API to depth best-fit 
line has the expected relationship of increasing API values 
with depth. These reservoirs are in mini-basins or salt with-
drawal areas where sediment deposition has occurred and 
the conduit for the creation of the surface slick may be 
faulting, salt withdrawal weld or differential compaction 
fractures which provide a complex migration pathway as 
indicted by the scattering of the API values with depth. 

Bullwinkle Field is an area with salt <2 seconds and 
Genesis Field is an area with salt >4 seconds on seismic 
records. The API gravity to depth relationships and reser-
voir pressure to depth for Bullwinkle is presented in Figure 
8A and 8B and for Genesis is presented in Figure 9A and 
9B. 

The Bullwinkle Field reservoir sands are Pliocene sheet, 
channel and levee sands that are trapped along the flank of 
a shallow salt diapir (Weimer et al., 1998a). The API to 
depth graph (Fig. 8A) indicates the 30° API oil is vertically 
stacked across depths and may indicate a vertical migration 
conduit from 4,500 to 2,500 meters (14,700 to 8,200 feet). At 
3,000 meters (9,800 feet) the API gravity values vary from 

20° to 32°which might indicate horizontal migration and/or 
an area of biodegradation. The lower API gravities can be 
explained through preferential destruction of saturated 
hydrocarbons by bacteria (Sassen et al., 1999) and could be 
an indication that hydrocarbon migration to the reservoirs 
currently at 3,000 meters occurred at a time when these 
reservoirs were at a depth conducive to bacterial activity. 
The pressure to depth relationship (Fig. 8B) indicates the 
reservoirs are correlated (R2 = 1.0) with a slope close to 
hydrostatic pressure (Shaker, 2005). 

Genesis Field reservoirs are described as Late Pliocene 
stacked basin floor fans with cross cutting channels that are 
stratigraphically trapped along a salt margin fault (Hudson 
et al., 2005; Seldon and Flemings, 2005; Varnai and Weimer, 
1998; Weimer et al., 1998a). The API to depth graph (Fig. 
9A) indicates no clear vertical migration conduits, but 
rather shows a general clumping of reservoirs between 
3,000 to 4,000 meters (9,800 feet to 13,100 feet). The pressure 
to depth relationship (Fig. 9B) indicates the reservoirs are 
less correlated (R2 = .8259) with a slope that indicates a 
higher pressure to depth relationship exists in this area 
than at Bullwinkle Field (Shaker, 2005). Genesis field area 
reservoirs are stratigraphically trapped amalgamated chan-
nels and sheet sands that may cross communicate when the 
channels cut into the underlying sediments; however there

(Continued)
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Figure 8.  (A) API Gravity of reservoirs in Bullwinkle Field (Green 
Canyon Block 65), plotted by depth below sea surface (meters). (B) 
Initial Reservoir Pressure plotted by depth below sea surface (meters). 

Figure 9.  (A) API Gravity of reservoirs in Genesis Field (Green 
Canyon Block 205), plotted by depth below sea surface (meters). (B) 
Initial Reservoir Pressure plotted by depth below sea surface (meters).



is no main migration conduit for the hydrocarbons to 
migrate to the surface (Gay et al., 2006a). The migration 
conduit for hydrocarbons in this type of geological setting 
is sediment ‘fractures’ that may be associated with the 
stacked intercutting channels or  ‘leaky’ sediment layers 
associated with large sediment influx and overpressure 
(Gay et al., 2007; Gay et al., 2006a; Gay et al., 2006b).

Conclusions
The presence of a sea surface oil slick indicates a seafloor 

seep which can be evidence of a subsurface hydrocarbon 
system and the seafloor expression of the seep may provide 
valuable information when identifying potential oil and gas 
exploration targets. A review of SAR data identified 566 sea 
surface slicks in the northern GOM and a majority (76.2%) 
of the slicks are present in the salt basin area. A distant 
second area with 7.8% of observed sea surface slick sites is 
the Wanda Fault system which is an area of deposition 
related faults along the western GOM slope. Within the salt 
basin area most (64%) of the slicks are located in areas of 
shallow salt. The shallow salt areas provide deep fluid 
migration pathways along both the salt weld and salt 
related faults. These deep migration pathways are often 
augmented by shallow faulting of the sediments directly 
above the salt feature and the combination of the two 
migration pathways provides a mechanism to bring fluids 
directly to the surface. The close correlation of reservoir 
pressure to depth in the shallow salt areas indicates an 
open migration pathway, while the scattered higher pres-
sure relationship in the depositional mini-basin areas indi-
cates a more complex migration pathway. Reservoir hydro-
carbon fluid density (API gravity) values relative to depth 
can also provide valuable hydrocarbon migration pathway 
and timing information.

While the rate of delivery (rapid, intermediate or slow) of 
the seeping hydrocarbons influences the geological and 
biological response at the seafloor, because all three flux 
rates are capable of creating a sea surface slick, the presence 
of a slick does not provide clues regarding the seafloor 
expression of a seafloor seep. 

College of Science and Technology,6300 Ocean Drive, 
HRI 119,Corpus Christi, TX 78412-5869
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An Introduction to Geo-Navigation

What is Geo-Navigation?
Geo-Navigation is the process of guiding the drilling of 

a horizontal wellbore so that it goes where it is supposed 
to go — stratigraphically.

Modern directional drilling technology is capable of 
drilling a wellbore accurately in 3D space, and if we were 
so fortunate as to know exactly where in 3D space our 
target formation lay, then there would be no need for 
navigation. But we are not so fortunate, and we need some 
way of telling whether our wellbore is in the target zone, 
out of it, or headed the wrong way.

The Geo-Navigation Method
Gamma ray logs have been used for decades to correlate 

stratigraphy from one vertical well to another, but in the 
early 1990s geologists found a way to correlate the GR data 
from a horizontal wellbore effectively with that from a 
nearby vertical well, and developed a system to facilitate 
the correlation process while the well was being drilled. 
With the advent of tools capable of Measurement While 
Drilling (MWD) this process is now commonplace, and 
other logs are being used in addition to GR, for example 
resistivity and density.

Figure 1.  Pre-drill structure map of the Deer Lakes field, showing the excellent well control, and anticipated geologic cross-section for the 
Deer Lakes 1H well.

(Continued)
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Figure 2.  Type log correlation display from HNAV. The vertical reference log is on the left (O'Brien 1-9), the horizontal is on the right. The 
middle log (Continental Johnson 1) is also being used as a guide.

(Continued)
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If you are wondering how one can correlate data from a 
horizontal well with that from a vertical well, consider that 
there is always some slight relative movement between the 
wellbore and the stratigraphy. The secret to the correlative 
geo-navigation method is to use this slight relative move-
ment and turn it into a very accurate way of determining 
the stratigraphic position of the wellbore, faults, and for-
mation dip. We use the changes in stratigraphic position of 
the well path to our advantage.

An example is provided in the Deer Lakes field of 
Oklahoma (Hunton Lime) where there is good well con-
trol, a pre-drill structure map and a cross-section (Figure 
1). The view of the structure is later refined, and differ-
ences from vertical typelogs are noted along with cuttings 
information, as a GR log is constructed from the measured 
depth gamma log of the lateral (Figure 2). The post drill 
interpretation of the data is shown as a cross-section pro-
duced in HNAV software (Figure 3). (For full size color 
versions of these illustrations, go to http://www.efserv.
com/SIPES or http://www.sipes.org).

When to Use Geo-Navigation
There are three main phases in the development of a 

horizontal well when geo-navigation is called for:
1) Curve-building, to assist the driller in landing the 

wellbore in the correct formation
2) Horizontal drilling, to help keep the wellbore within 

the target formation
3) Completion, to assist the completion engineer to plan 

perforation and/or frac processes
It can also be extremely useful in a couple of other situa-

tions:
4) Planning new laterals with data from prior laterals
5) Post drill analysis, if geo-navigation was not used 

while drilling
There are occasions where geo-navigation may not be 

required. For example, if your target formation is 30+ m 
thick, well control or seismic data tell you that there are no 
big faults or dip changes, and you are planning to com-
plete the well with a big frac job, then you can probably get 
away with using dead-reckoning.

Curve-Building
Instrumentation and software used by a directional drill-

ing company enables them to land the wellbore very accu-
rately in X-Y-Z space. Unfortunately, target formations 
may not always be exactly where they are expected; a 
moderately large fault, say 5-8 m throw, which may not be 
visible on seismic data, can require a serious change of 
drilling plan if encountered while building the curve. Geo-
navigation software can project forward both the geology 
and the wellbore at the current build rate to see where, 
stratigraphically, the wellbore will land, and indicate what 
correction is needed to land correctly.

Horizontal Drilling
This is the traditional area of use of geo-navigation, 

where the ability to detect and compensate for faults and 
changes in dip can make or break a well. Depending upon 
the drill rate, geologists doing the geo-navigation will look 

at new data anywhere from twice a day (slow drilling, 
plenty of headroom, no complex geology or severe fault-
ing anticipated) to every stand (thin target zone, complex 
and highly faulted geology).

Completion Planning
When drilling is finished, the geo-navigation process 

gives a direct mapping of every point along the horizontal 
wellbore back to the stratigraphically equivalent point on 
the vertical reference well. Thus, the rock properties from 
a suite of vertical logs can be mapped along the horizontal 
wellbore with a simple spreadsheet which can be used 
directly by the completion engineers in their plans. And 
since geo-navigation gives such accurate fault positions 
and throws, perforations can be planned around them and 
frac programs devised to either take advantage of them 
— should that be considered expedient — or avoid them, 
should they for example communicate with a nearby 
water-bearing zone.

Logistics
The general sequence of operation is this:
1. Shortly before the well starts, the geo-navigator 

receives basic information about the well: plan, target zone 
depths at the vertical well, contact information for operat-
ing and MWD company staff, and the vertical well gamma 
ray log in digital form.

2. The MWD crew collect survey and gamma ray data 
from the downhole instruments and send it to the geolo-
gist or company doing the geo-navigation. ROP and mud-
log information are also very useful, if available.

3. The geo-navigator examines the new data, correlates it 
with previous data, and draws up a report for the opera-
tions geologist, which includes graphical displays show-
ing the log correlations and a cross-section of the wellbore.

4. The operations geologist communicates changes in the 
drilling plan to the directional driller, to keep the wellbore 
in the desired target zone.

More Advanced Topics
Using Multiple Logs

Some MWD companies now offer other tools such as 
resistivity and density alongside the traditional gamma 
ray detectors. By doing the correlation with multiple logs 
of different types at the same time, areas that are some-
times ambiguous with just gamma ray become much 
clearer.

Stacked Wellbores
Where several horizontal wellbores are being drilled 

from the same surface location, they can be displayed 
together so that later ones benefit from previous work. 
They can also be combined into a very detailed, accurate 
geologic model.

MicroSeismic Displays
When microseismic data is collected during a frac job, it 

is instructive to display the results on the cross-section 
produced during geo-navigation, to estimate the correla-
tion of frac fluid movement with the faults found by the 
geo-navigation process.
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$5,000 - $5,999
SIPES Houston Chapter

Scholarship Endowment Fund
In memory of Orville Lundstrom



$2,000 - $2,999
James L. Allen

Edward A. McCullough, Jr.
Scholarship Endowment Fund



$1,000 - $1,999
Thornton E. Anderson

Tom J. Bass, Jr.
William C. Burkett

In memory of Jerry A. Cooper

David A. Eyler
In memory of Phillip R. Becker

In honor of H. Jack Naumann, Jr.
& Marc D. Maddox

H. Jack Naumann, Jr.
George W. Todd



$700 - $799
Dennis M. Gleason



$600 - $699
James A. Gibbs

Dean C. Hamilton
Stephen E. Collins Memorial 

Scholarship Fund


$500 - $599
Wilbur C. Bradley
Edward K. David

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Herbert G. Davis
Scholarship Endowment Fund

William R. Finley
Kenneth J. Huffman

Peter W. Hummel
Michael A. Pollok
Harry Ptasynski
A. Scott Ritchie



$300 - $399
James M. Grubb

In memory of Carl M. Padgett
& A.W. Dugan, Jr.

Henry R. Hamman
Eduardo A. Riddle

Stephen R. Robichaud
I. Wayne Woolsey

James M. Zotkiewicz


$200 - $299
Arden A. Anderson
James B. Bennett

Marvolene Speed Bennett
& Carleton D. Speed, Jr. Fund

William D. Bennett
In memory of Sandra Walker

Raul F. Brito
Lawrence H. Davis
Marlan W. Downey
Thomas E. Ewing
Roger A. Freidline

Patrick J. F. Gratton
Stephen E. Collins Memorial 

Scholarship Fund
in memory of Sam Allen

Mark E. Gregg
Robert D. Gunn
Scott G. Heape
George R. Jones

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Ralph O. Kehle
Robert C. Leibrock

Edward A. McCullough Endowed Fund

Marc D. Maddox
In memory of Dick Grice

Sally J. Meader-Roberts
James F. O’Connell
Arthur F. Oestmann

Lee M. Petersen
John M. Rakowski

Monroe Jackson Rathbone IV
Richard H. Sams

Scholarship Endowment Fund
in memory of Perry O. Roehl

Stephen A. Sonnenberg
In honor of Frank P. Sonnenberg

Paul M. Strunk
M. Robin Vasicek

In memory of Victor F. Vasicek

George B. Vockroth
James P. Walker

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Robert M. Wynne, Jr.


$100 - $199
John T. Abney

Raymond N. Blackhall
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Louis C. Bortz
Foy W. Boyd, Jr.

Paul W. Britt
Garnet W. Brock

Bill D. Broughton
Johnnie B. Brown

C. Dan Bump
A. T. (Toby) Carleton, Jr.

Thomas C. Carlson
In memory of Thomas Mairs

Jack C. Cartwright
In memory of A. J. Manulik

& Jesse W. Wright, Jr. 

James W. Caylor
James R. Cleveland

Thomas E. Cochrane
Marvolene Speed Bennett

& Carleton D. Speed, Jr. Fund

Hardtner L. Coon
William T. Crowder, Jr.

National Park Fossil Guidebook

M. R. Douglass
Terry M. Duffey
Arlen L. Edgar

In memory of Perry O. Roehl,
 Van D. Howbert, A. J. Manulik

& Robert F. Bailey, Jr. 

James P. Evans III
Michael N. Fein
John R. Fisco

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Cliff J. Fontenot
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Peter G. Gray
In honor of Frank W. Harrison, Jr.

Jack S. Griggs
Scholarship Endowment Fund

David N. Grimes
Edward A. McCullough Endowed

Fund in memory of L. C. Link

Edward F. Haye
James C. Henry

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Michael S. Johnson
Thomas C. Klekamp

Pete J. Klentos
Wayne Lebsack

Robert W. Luker
Robert H. Marshall

Robert W. Maxwell, Jr.

Robert G. Murphy
Charles A. O’Niell III

Fred L. Oliver
Stephen E. Collins Memorial 

Scholarship Fund

Robert B. Owen
In memory of Van D. Howbert

Lloyd K. Parrish, Jr.
H. W. Peace II

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Elwin M. Peacock
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Hugh C. Pendery
David C. Peterson

Edward R. Picou, Jr.
Richard D. Provensal

David M. Pulling
John W. Raine III
Larry J. Rairden

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Dwight S. Ramsay
E. Gordon Reigle

Christopher P. Renaud
In memory of Charles B. Renaud

Cecil R. Rives
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Dennis R. Robbins
Wayland C. Savre
C. Randall Schott

George D. Severson
R. David & Carol M. Shiels

John D. Sistrunk, Jr.
In memory of Ronald R. Sistrunk

D. Craig Smith
Joe H. Smith

Scholarship Endowment Fund
in memory of Carl M. Padgett

Marvin L. Smith
Raymond W. Stephens, Jr.

Tony R. Stuart
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Rozine Thompson
In memory of Joseph V. McCullough

Raymond M. Timpanelli
Scholarship Endowment Fund

C. G. Tyner
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Robert W. Waring
Reginald E. Warren, Jr.
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr.

William G. Watson
Richard Wilkerson



(Continued)
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The SIPES Foundation gratefully accepts all donations and acknowledges these contributions with a letter. 
Due to limited space in the newsletter, we are unable to list gifts under $50.

$50 - $99
Matthew D. Adams
Robert M. Altany
John J. Amoruso
Orville R. Berg
George R. Bole
Herbert F. Boles
Janis E. Calmes

Jene C. Darmstetter
Jerry B. Davis

Merle J. Duplantis
Douglas R. Essler

Bruce W. Fields
William R. Guffey

James M. Hancock, Jr.
Steve H. Hill

Arthur H. Johnson
John C. Kinard

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Nina C. Lian
Eugene J. Lipstate

Steven R. Lockwood
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Kenneth M. Mallon
Donald J. Malone

Michael E. Mathy
Patrick H. McKinney

Wayne D. Miller
Herbert G. Mills

Michael S. Morris
William D. Neville
Sam H. Peppiatt
Eddie W. Rhea

David B. Roberts
Jeffrey A. Smith
Robert L. Smith
Thomas J. Smith
Marion E. Spitler

Richard W. Thompson, Jr.
Stephen E. Collins Memorial 

Scholarship Fund

James A. Travillo
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Rodger L. Walker
Scholarship Endowment Fund

William P. Wilbert
In memory of George F. Willis

& E. Wayne Gordon, Jr.

Ralph O. Wilson II
James T. Womble

Scholarship Endowment Fund


Platinum — $5,000

William C. Burkett


Emerald — $2,500

Wilbur C. Bradley


Gold — $1,000
Tom J. Bass, Jr.

Foy W. Boyd, Jr.

William R. Finley

Dennis M. Gleason

Ralph O. Kehle

Marc D. Maddox

Harry Ptasynski

C. G. Tyner

H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr.


Silver — $500

Thomas E. Cochrane

Hardtner L. Coon

Paul D. Friemel

James M. Grubb

Peter W. Hummel

M. Davis Payne

E. Gordon Reigle

Richard H. Sams

Raymond W. Stephens, Jr.

William F. Von Drehle


SIPES Foundation 2011 Donor Awards
The SIPES Foundation is pleased to honor 

SIPES Members who, in 2011, reached the 
following cumulative gift levels: 1st Prize — $500

H. Jack Naumann, Jr.
Midland, TX

2nd Prize — $250

William S. Grubb
Lafayette, LA

James A. Seglund
Diamondhead, MS

3rd Prize — $100

Thomas K. Bjorklund
Houston, TX

George M. Carlstrom
Littleton, CO

Charlie J. Kosarek
Boerne, TX

Robert G. Murphy
Santa Rosa Beach, FL



SIPES Foundation 2012 
No Hassle Raffle 

Winners
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SIPES Vision Statement

To be the pre-eminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests

of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
In achieving this vision, emphasis will be placed on

(1) professional competence,
(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.

     
     Adopted by the SIPES Board of Directors
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